Dual-earner couples are increasingly prevalent and encounter demands arising from each partner’s commitment to various work and life domains. Unfortunately, there has been little theoretical progress in explaining how dual-earner couples navigate work-life shock events, which we define as disruptive, novel, and critical events that require investment of a couple’s resources. Drawing from identity and sensemaking theories, we develop a theory of work-life shock events to explain how dual-earner couples perceive and respond to these events. We theorize that partners initially make sense of the event as individuals and then engage in couple-level sensemaking. We argue that each individual’s shock intensity perceptions are shaped by the shock event’s characteristics and the identity factors of role salience hierarchy and future self. A subsequent couple-level process of sensemaking ensues, influenced by the salience of the originating domain and partner role, as well as relational identity factors. Couple-level shock intensity perceptions result in the couple’s decision regarding resource investment in the shock event’s originating domain. We discuss implications for future research and for organizations.

Want to hear a sick joke? A husband and wife walk into the emergency room in the late evening on Sept. 5, 2015. A few hours and tests later, the doctor clarifies that the unusual pain the wife is feeling on her right side isn’t the no-biggie appendicitis they suspected but rather ovarian cancer (Rosenthal, 2017).

The above quote from book author, filmmaker, and radio show host Amy Krouse Rosenthal poignantly illustrates the disruptive nature of a work-life shock event. In Ms. Rosenthal’s case the shock event was a diagnosis of ovarian cancer. For others it may be news of a layoff, an unexpected opportunity to be promoted at work, or an unplanned pregnancy. While many can identify with the experience of trying to make sense of and respond to such events, scholars have given little theoretical attention to how an individual and the couple as a whole may engage in this process.

Integrating work and life has been a prominent focus of both management scholars and practitioners for the last two decades. That issues involving work and life are significant and frequently studied is evidenced by multiple work-life meta-analyses in recent years (e.g., Allen, French, Dumani, & Shockley, 2015; Allen et al., 2012; Butts, Casper, & Yang, 2013). An increasingly popular trend is both partners in a relationship working outside the home. In Canada and the United Kingdom, dual-earner couples account for the majority of couples with dependent children (Marshall, 2009; Plunkett, 2012). Further, as millennials continue to enter the workforce, such arrangements will become even more prevalent. In fact, Ernst & Young’s (2015) Global Generations report, based on thousands of employed millennials, showed that approximately 75 percent report being in a couple where both partners work full time. We focus the present research on dual-earner couples, in which both partners participate in the paid labor force. In addition, in such couples, demands placed on the partners require some degree of coordination between work and life roles both at the partner and couple levels (Rachlin, 1987).
In balancing two jobs and their nonwork lives, dual-earner couples may encounter idiosyncratic complexities when unexpected and jarring events occur. We define a work-life shock event as a disruptive, novel, and critical event (Morgeson, Mitchell, & Liu, 2015) necessitating that additional resources be invested in the domain the shock originated from. Examples of work-life shock events include, but are not limited to, being offered a promotion that requires additional work hours or relocation, discovery of an unplanned pregnancy, a significant other’s diagnosis of a life-threatening illness (per the opening quote), and loss of one’s home in a flood or fire. Thus far the field of management has offered little with respect to how couples manage the dynamic nature of their work-life resource investments and, more specifically, how they make sense of and respond to shock events that may disrupt the status quo of those investments (one exception is the specific shock of the decision to relocate (Challiol & Mignonac, 2005; Eby et al., 2002), wherein prior research suggests that the decision is a function of occupational and family roles within the dual-earner couple (Challiol & Mignonac, 2005)).

We introduce a theory of how dual-earner couples make sense of and respond to work-life shock events. We integrate identity (Stryker, 1980) and sensemaking (Weick, 1995) theories to propose that each partner’s role identities shape these responses. Specifically, we contend that a work-life shock event activates an evaluative sensemaking process that influences how both partners in a dual-earner couple perceive the event and how they choose to invest their resources, such as time, attention, and effort, across the various work and life domains.

We contribute to the work-life literature in three ways. First, we extend prior theory on dual-earner couples by taking a dyadic approach and integrating identity and sensemaking theories to explain how these couples make sense of and respond to a shock from one partner’s work or life domain, or a shock that arises for both partners (e.g., a death in the family). Thus, our theory incorporates the complexity and interdependencies inherent in dual-earner couples, allowing us to achieve a more comprehensive picture of each partner’s sensemaking, as well as the couple’s joint sensemaking.

Second, we fill the gap related to how a work-life shock event affects dual-earner couples by theorizing that the couple’s response to the event is influenced by partner- and couple-level sensemaking. Specifically, each partner’s sensemaking of the work-life shock event shapes couple-level sensemaking and therefore influences the subsequent level of resource investment toward the domain the event originated from.

Finally, we move beyond the two-domain (i.e., work and family) approach to studying dual-earner couples by developing a theory that includes all the work and life domains each partner may participate in and that may impact these couples. To focus only on the work and family roles is to ignore other roles an individual derives meaning and identity from (e.g., Brott, 2005; Crooker, Smith, & Tabak, 2002; Keeney, Boyd, Sinha, Westring, & Ryan, 2013), which results in an incomplete picture of how the partners interpret and respond to a work-life shock event. Thus, we seek to extend our understanding of dual-earner couples by providing a holistic view of the work and life roles partners engage in and how those roles may affect both the perceptions of a shock event and the couple’s response to it.

In the ensuing sections we propose a dynamic theory of sensemaking in dual-earner couples. The article is structured in four major sections. First, we review the literature on dual-earner couples, highlighting the unique demands faced by such couples, as well as shortcomings in the literature. Second, we define work-life shock events and discuss how they affect resource investments of dual-earner couples. Third, we present our theory of sensemaking in dual-earner couples. We propose an explanation of how partners in dual-earner couples develop shock intensity perceptions as individuals, which then leads to a process of sensemaking for the couple. We further discuss how dual-earner couples make decisions about resource investment in response to shock events, and we present individual identity and relational identity factors that affect the sensemaking process for such couples. Fourth, we conclude with a discussion of the implications of our theory for work-life researchers and organizational practitioners.

DUAL-EARNER COUPLES

Dual-earner couples face unique challenges in balancing the simultaneous demands of two jobs with family relationships (Gupta & Jenkins, 1985), other relationships, and related demands in the work and life domains. Early findings on the
work-life experiences of these couples indicated that work-family conflict negatively influences the quality of an individual’s work and family lives (Greenhaus, Parasuraman, Granrose, Rabinowitz, & Beutell, 1989; Higgins, Duxbury, & Irving, 1992) and that men in dual-earner marriages experience more negative work-family spillover than men not in dual-earner marriages (Higgins & Duxbury, 1992; Parasuraman, Greenhaus, Rabinowitz, Bedeian, & Mossholder, 1989). In more recent research, scholars have investigated how work and family experiences cross over from one domain to the other among partners in a dual-earner relationship (Bakker, Demerouti, & Burke, 2009; Bakker, Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2005; Hammer, Allen, & Grigsby, 1997; Wayne, Casper, Matthews, & Allen, 2013; Westman, 2001), highlighting the reality that a couple’s work and life domains are inextricably interdependent. For instance, one partner’s job demands can cross over to impact the home demands of the other partner and can heighten exhaustion in both partners (Bakker, Demerouti, & Dollard, 2008). Similarly, mood has also been found to cross over between partners in a dual-earner relationship (Song, Foo, & Uy, 2008).

Dual-earner couples are unique in that partners must consider each other’s career demands as they decide how to prioritize the two careers (Livingston, 2014). On the one hand, partners in a dual-earner arrangement find themselves having to lean in (or out) of work and life domains contingent on the other partner’s role demands. Dual-earner couples also face unique constraints on time and other resources when making decisions regarding how to best manage the competing demands of work and nonwork domains (Byron, 2005). On the other hand, partners in a dual-earner couple may provide one another with an enhanced ability to balance work with nonwork responsibilities or activities such as engaging in leisure pursuits (Premeaux, Adkins, & Mossholder, 2007). For example, one partner’s work situation may offer resources that allow the other partner to pursue endeavors in their life or work domains, such as going back to school (education domain) or job searching after a layoff (Rusconi, Moen, & Kaduk, 2013). Closely mirroring scholarly thought, practitioner-oriented articles on dual-earner couples focus on navigating trade-offs, balancing career and marriage, and staying married to your partner and job (Ceniza-Levine, 2016; Green, 2016; Valcour, 2015).

Unfortunately, existing research on dual-earner couples has several shortcomings. First, it takes a largely static view of couples’ work-life experiences. Much of the early dual-earner couple literature focuses on relationships between specific variables unique to each partner and emphasizes unidirectional effects (e.g., Partner A’s work experience impacting Partner B’s home experience; Matthews, Del Priore, Acitelli, & Barnes-Farrell, 2006; Pines, Neal, Hammer, & Ikezkon, 2011). However, given that dual-earner couples are under constant pressure to make changes in resource allocations because of the dynamic nature of the work-life interface and the competing demands that originate in each of those domains (Hammer et al., 1997), a dynamic approach is needed.

Second, theory on dual-earner couples must take a broader and yet also specific view by recognizing that there are three entities involved in the social system of such couples: Partner A, Partner B, and the couple as a whole. Thus, we seek to answer the call by Greenhaus and Powell (2012) for theory building related to decision making at the couple level of analysis and to understand the conditions under which one partner’s domain-specific decisions may be influenced by the other partner. In doing so we seek to change the conversation about how we study the mutual impact of work and life domains and, more specifically, how we study dual-earner couples.

Third, research on dual-earner couples is often constrained to only the work and family domains. Despite calls to examine (a) the work-family nexus in its entirety (Lambert, 1990), (b) the importance of broadening the scope to work and life rather than just work and family (Crooker et al., 2002), and (c) the intersection of the work and life domains of both partners in a dual-earner relationship (Voydanoff, 1988), the life domain has largely been ignored. Further, the life domain has multiple subdomains (Keeney et al., 2013), including family, that individuals can identify with. We develop a theory of dual-earner couples’ sensemaking of and responses to shock events such that our framework can be applied to either the work or life domain. Our theory acknowledges and lends itself to the incorporation of all the domain-specific roles a partner may engage in. Furthermore, in dual-earner couples a work-life shock event has the potential to impact at least one valued identity for each partner, and because identities strongly affect sensemaking, and vice versa (Weick, 1995; Weick, Sutcliff, & Obstfeld, 2005), it is important to broaden the scope of theorizing to work-life domains.
Fourth, positioning work and life as static attitudes and perceptions held by dual-earner partners misses the dynamism of experiences in these domains (cf. Ramarajan & Reid, 2013). Moreover, taking a static approach overlooks the reality of decision making within dual-earner couples responding to shock events, as well as the inherent dynamism of any implicated individual and relational identities. Thus, our theory more effectively accounts for the unfolding nature of evaluations of and responses to work-life shock events in these couples.

Finally, we believe the compelling need for this model lies in the unique interdependence that exists within a couple where both partners are in the paid labor force. Research focusing on the crossover effects between relationship partners (e.g., Bakker et al., 2008; Song et al., 2008) provides substantial evidence that what happens to or affects one partner also likely affects the other partner. This is not only because their roles as partners are interdependent but also because many of their other roles are interdependent as well (Hammer et al., 1997). Further, this model is important for dual-earner couples in that a work role consumes a significant portion of a partner’s time and energy, thus magnifying the implications of a dual-earner couple’s interdependency.

WORK-LIFE SHOCK EVENTS

As noted above, we define a work-life shock event as a disruptive, novel, and critical event that necessitates additional resource investment in the domain the shock originated from. A work-life shock event can be positive, as with a family member. When an event is common or the diagnosis of a life-threatening illness of a family member. When an event is disruptive, the manner in which things have been conducted in the past becomes untenable (Morgeson et al., 2015), fostering reanalysis of the current situation to determine what adjustments need to occur (Stiglicani & Ravasi, 2012; Zellmer-Bruhn, 2003). A shock is necessarily disruptive in that it causes a couple to think about how to respond to the event, as opposed to reflexively responding to it (Gersick & Hackman, 1990; Morgeson, 2005).

Second, an event is novel to the degree that it differs from past events (Morgeson, 2005). Broadly speaking, a work-life shock event’s novelty will present itself in the form of new information, such as a positive pregnancy test when a couple was not trying to conceive, learning that one partner has the opportunity for a significant promotion, or the diagnosis of a life-threatening illness of a family member. When an event is commonplace, there is little or no need for the dual-earner couple to reevaluate their current situation because prior responses and routines can be applied without such evaluation. However, with a novel event there are few or even no rules the couple can rely on when responding to the shock (Withey, Daft, & Cooper, 1983).

Third, an event is critical when it is “important, essential, or a priority” (Morgeson & DeRue, 2006: 273). Critical events elicit an individual’s attention (Gersick & Hackman, 1990). Like disruption and novelty, a work-life shock event’s criticality triggers the dual-earner couple to evaluate the situation and determine if adjustments are needed. The more critical the work-life shock event, the more likely the couple will take action to address the event’s implications.

Fourth, as we discussed above, we further define a work-life shock event as necessitating increased investment of the couple’s resources toward the event’s originating domain. Each of the four characteristics may signal the need for the couple to reevaluate the status quo (Zellmer-Bruhn, 2003). Work-life shock events vary in each of the four characteristics. For example, while some shock events may be highly disruptive but only somewhat novel (e.g., repeated transfers requiring relocation for a work role), others may be highly disruptive and highly novel (e.g., a child being diagnosed with autism).
resulting from synergies between the partners. Resource investment is the application of resources such as time, effort, and finances to a particular role domain in order to protect against resource loss, recover from prior losses, or attain additional resources (Hobfoll, 2001). That is, for the event to be a shock, at least one partner must view it as requiring resource investment toward the originating domain. Additionally, while work-life shock events necessitate resource investment, shock events can also provide resources to the couple, such as when a significant salary increase accompanies a promotion.

A work-life shock event, whether positive or negative, triggers a reevaluation and potential change of the status quo in the form of how the dual-earner couple invests their time, effort, finances, and so on, and this evaluative process may be a rational, intentional endeavor or a subconscious and less than rational one (Lee & Mitchell, 1994). Figure 1 summarizes our arguments. First, at the partner level (i.e., the left side of Figure 1), we propose a sensemaking theory of how work-life shock events lead to individual-level shock intensity perceptions. We also argue that certain identity factors (role salience hierarchy and future self) affect each partner’s own sensemaking process. Second, at the couple level (i.e., the right side of Figure 1), we propose that each partner’s shock intensity perceptions shape sensemaking within the couple. We further theorize that certain couple-level relational identity factors (scripts, tension, and dominance) and individual role salience influence how a couple makes sense of a work-life shock event. The couple may find that the event creates expectations in the originating role that make the fulfillment of another role more challenging, or even that the fulfillment of expectations from multiple domains is mutually exclusive (Greer & Egan, 2012). Thus, those role expectations create a demand for resources that the couple must make sense of and then determine how to address with respect to their work-life arrangements.
SENSEMAKING AT THE PARTNER LEVEL

As noted, shock events are disruptive, novel, critical, and resource demanding. As such, they are inherently equivocal and, whether positive or negative, potentially life altering. Thus, we contend that the greater the disruption, novelty, criticality, and resource demands, the more intensely an individual will perceive the shock event and the greater their perceived need to analyze the event will be (e.g., "What happened? Why did it happen? What should I do?"). In short, a shock event triggers a felt need for sensemaking (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick, 1995), or turning circumstances “into a situation that is comprehended explicitly in words and that serves as a springboard to action” (Taylor & Van Every, 2000: 40). Sensemaking may suggest the desirability of a change in resource investments, and the four shock event qualities help the individual construe how urgent and difficult that change may be.

Proposition 1: The shock event’s level of disruptiveness, novelty, criticality, and implied resource investment will relate positively to partner-level shock intensity perceptions.

As noted, identity and sensemaking are reciprocally related in that identities often facilitate sensemaking (Weick et al., 2005) and maintaining one’s identities in the face of potential threats is “a core preoccupation in sensemaking” (Weick, 1995: 20). Identities are the “meanings that persons attach to the multiple roles they typically play in highly differentiated contemporary societies” (Stryker & Burke, 2000: 284). These meanings are a function of the perceived social expectations associated with the roles (e.g., managers should develop their subordinates), along with the role incumbent’s own idiosyncratic preferences and ways of fulfilling the expectations (e.g., I will give my subordinates stretch assignments; Ashforth, 2001; Sluss, van Dick, & Thompson, 2010). By internalizing the meanings attached to roles, an individual gains a sense of “who I am” in relevant social contexts, along with a sense of purpose and connection. As role-related personae, identities provide a normative framework for not only sensemaking but also behavior, decision making, and self-evaluation (e.g., Ashforth, 2001; Hoelter, 1983; Thoits, 1983; Weick, 1995). Identities, in short, strongly influence how one engages with the local context.

An example is gender identity. Research suggests that, compared to men, women tend to prioritize and place greater importance on roles in the family, friend, and romantic relationship domains (Blais, Vallerand, Brière, Gagnon, & Pelletier, 1990; Thoits, 1992). Additionally, masculine gender self-schemas emphasize the career role, whereas feminine gender self-schemas emphasize the family role (Eddleston, Veiga, & Powell, 2006) or roles viewed as feminine or communal (i.e., friendships, romantic relationships, family; Powell & Greenhaus, 2010).

Individuals, of course, typically occupy multiple roles and therefore have multiple identities, such as employee, romantic partner, parent, friend, traveler, athlete, and volunteer (Ramarajan, 2014; Thoits, 1992). Thus, a single work-life shock event may potentially destabilize more than one identity. Fundamental to theories of work and life is the idea that time, energy, and finances are not unlimited resources and, thus, if more resources are going to one identity, then necessarily fewer are going to others (Edwards & Rothbard, 2000), and an individual must choose which will get the lion’s share of resources in response to a shock event. This begs the important question of how the multiplicity of identities may affect the sense that one makes of a given shock event and, thus, how one responds. We propose that two identity factors in particular moderate the relationship between a work-life shock event and the perceived intensity of that event: the partner’s role salience hierarchy and the partner’s future self.

Role Salience Hierarchy

As viewed in identity theory (for a review see Burke & Stets, 2009), individuals implicitly arrange their multiple roles (and associated identities) into a salience hierarchy—salience being “the probability that a given identity will be invoked in social interaction” (Brenner, Serpe, & Stryker, 2014: 232). Identities that are high in the salience hierarchy are likely to be seen by an individual as both situationally relevant and subjectively important (Ashforth, 2001; McCall & Simmons, 1978; however, many identity theorists, such as Stryker [1980], emphasize subjective importance). The more salient the role, the more likely the role identity’s normative framework will be used to make sense of life events (Vignoles, Regalia, Manzi, Colledge, & Scabini, 2006; see also Lobel, 1991), shaping an individual’s...
perceptions, decisions, and behaviors (Stryker, 1968).

The role salience hierarchy is therefore pivotal in sensemaking when multiple identities are invoked concurrently (Greer & Egan, 2012; Stryker, 1968)—a frequent occurrence in work-life shock events. Further, positive self-evaluation or esteem hinges on socially validating salient role identities such that individuals look for opportunities to enact and reinforce those identities (Callero, 1985). For instance, an engineer may be offered a three-year expatriate assignment to help construct dams in a war-torn country. This shock most likely will invoke her work identity but may also invoke her identity as the leader of a local civic organization, since she may be concerned about her ability to fulfill current responsibilities to that organization while abroad. Thus, her identities as an engineer and a volunteer are invoked.

Because individuals tend to invest in roles that are both situationally relevant and subjectively important, when two or more identities are invoked following a work-life shock event, the role salience hierarchy is critical in predicting how an individual will perceive and respond to that event. Thus, when the originating domain of the shock is highly salient to a partner, the characteristics of the event will have a stronger effect on the partner’s perceptions of the shock event’s intensity.

**Proposition 2:** A partner’s role salience hierarchy will moderate the relationship between the work-life shock event and partner-level shock intensity perceptions such that the higher the associated roles in a partner’s role salience hierarchy, the stronger the relationship between a work-life shock event’s characteristics and partner-level shock intensity perceptions.

### Future Self

Not only are current identities, in the form of a role salience hierarchy, crucial moderators of the impact of work-life shock events, but the threat and/or opportunity that a shock event presents to an individual’s future self or selves must be considered as well. A future self is a cognitive representation of the person the individual hopes and aspires to become (Markus & Nurius, 1986; Oyserman & James, 2011; Strauss, Griffin, & Parker, 2012). Just as a current identity may be highly salient, so, too, may a future self (e.g., a supervisor strongly desires to become a general manager). Further, just as a highly salient current identity provides a normative framework for sensemaking, behavior, decision making, and self-evaluation, so, too, does a salient future self. Moreover, a highly salient future self may serve as a “homing beacon” (Ashforth & Schinoff, 2016: 115) in the present, motivating developmental steps toward realizing the longer-term self (e.g., Strauss et al., 2012; Taber & Blankemeyer, 2015; Zhang, Liao, Yan, & Guo, 2014).

Thus, if a work-life shock event is perceived as relevant (i.e., as a threat and/or opportunity) to the attainment of an individual’s future self in a given role identity, the individual will view the event as having more intensity than an event that the individual does not perceive as relevant. For example, if Partner A is given a promotion opportunity that requires Partner B to devote less time and energy to their career and that conflicts with the future self regarding the work role held by Partner B, Partner B’s future self will be threatened, and the strain that results is proportional to the perceived level of threat to that identity (Rothausen, Henderson, Arnold, & Malshe, 2017).

**Proposition 3:** A threat and/or opportunity regarding a partner’s future self moderates the relationship between the work-life shock event and partner-level shock intensity perceptions such that the greater the threat/opportunity to the future self, the stronger the relationship between a work-life shock event’s characteristics and partner-level shock intensity perceptions.

### Sensemaking at the Couple Level

The interdependent nature of dual-earner couples necessarily means that one partner’s actions have implications for the couple as a unit (Bird & Schnurman-Crook, 2005). Dual-earner couples make decisions regarding resource investment in response to shock events after individually perceiving the event’s intensity and engaging in couple-level sensemaking. Research on decision making has investigated power within couples (e.g., Beach & Tesser, 1993), but joint perceptions of the couple are rarely considered. However, understanding couple-level decisions in response
to shock events inevitably requires considering joint, couple-level sensemaking of those events.

Sensemaking theory suggests that when a high level of interdependence between two individuals exists, a collective mind can develop (Weick & Roberts, 1993). As Weick and Roberts (1993) explained, a collective mind develops through interactions within a social system, where individuals view their actions in light of the impact those actions have on the group as a whole (see also Bartley, Blanton, & Gilliard, 2005; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000; Rentsch, 1990; Rogers & Amato, 2000; Smith & Moen, 1998). Analogously, in a dual-earner couple scenario, partners consider the effects of events and potential courses of action on their family (Greenhaus & Powell, 2012; Peyton, Pitts, & Kamery, 2003). For instance, Smith and Moen (1998) found that spouses influence the other spouse’s decision to retire. Thus, as partners interact to determine the intensity of a given shock event, a shared understanding—that is, couple-level shock intensity perceptions—tends to emerge.

Sensemaking, of course, is not always a neat and tidy process (Drazin, Glynn, & Kazanjian, 1999); rather, it may be characterized by divergent frames, viewpoints, and beliefs (Trice, 1993; Weick, 1995). Some scholars view such divergence as a natural outcropping of complex environments (Starbuck & Milliken, 1988), and this may be particularly true within dual-earner couples struggling to make sense of, and decide how to respond to, a work-life shock event. As noted, such events often implicate multiple role identities, including those of the significant other, which bring their own expectations, history, and other dynamics occurring within the couple.

We conceptualize couple-level shock intensity perceptions as a configural property composed of shock intensity perceptions at the partner level that are jointly negotiated (cf. Strauss, 1978). Following Kozlowski and Klein (2000), we view configural properties as properties of a unit (i.e., couple) based on individual shared experiences or perceptions, but not necessarily in agreement. Configural properties thus originate at lower levels and manifest at higher levels. Because partners’ individual shock intensity perceptions may not be congruent, the partners interact to better understand each other’s perspective and priorities. Assuming reasonable goodwill, collective perceptions emerge as the partners mutually construct the situation, incorporating each other’s perceptions (Kenny & Acitelli, 1989). The result is couple-level shock intensity perceptions, which reflect the partners’ mutual understanding (Kozlowski, 2012).

Proposition 4: Shock intensity perceptions at the couple level emerge via negotiation from shock intensity perceptions at the partner level.

The Importance of Partner B’s Role Salience As a Partner

Partners tend to be motivated to support each other and reinforce the identities and future selves of each partner, as well as their relationship (Jorgenson, 2016; Wood, 1986). Focusing on Partner A, it is thus important to consider how Partner B’s role salience as a partner may affect the social construction of couple-level shock intensity perceptions. A couple’s limited resources (Edwards & Rothbard, 2000) make the salience of Partner B’s partner role even more critical for understanding how couple-level shock intensity perceptions are negotiated. When Partner B places great importance on their own role as a partner, they will likely support Partner A, thereby reinforcing their own role identity as well as the identity of the couple (Swann, Rentfrow, & Guinn, 2003). Accordingly, the more salient the partner role for Partner B, the more Partner A’s shock intensity perceptions are valued and play a pivotal role in determining shock intensity perceptions held by the couple. In other words, the couple-level shock intensity perceptions are more likely to align with the perceptions held by Partner A in response to a shock event in their originating domain.

Proposition 5: The salience of Partner B’s role as a partner moderates the relationship between partner-level shock intensity perceptions and couple-level shock intensity perceptions such that the greater the salience, the stronger the relationship between Partner A’s shock intensity perceptions and the couple-level shock intensity perceptions.

The Importance of Partner A’s Role in the Originating Domain

Considering the multiple domains each partner may identify with, and the superseding nature of salient identities, we propose that the salience of Partner A’s role in the originating domain is positively related to how intensely a shock is
viewed by a couple. As the couple shares perceptions related to the event, the partners are (or become) aware of the relative salience that Partner A associates with their own role in the originating domain. As partners negotiate the intensity of a given shock, each partner considers the other’s perceptions (Bartley et al., 2005; Rogers & Amato, 2000; Smith & Moen, 1998), which results in more intense shock perceptions at the couple level when Partner A places great importance on the role in the originating domain. For example, if Partner A highly identifies with their role in the work domain (e.g., highly values their job, desires to be promoted), shocks originating in the work domain will more likely result in heightened shock intensity perceptions at the couple level. If Partner A is interested in pursuing new career opportunities, the couple will be more likely to view an opportunity for Partner A to take a promotion that requires relocation as an intense shock since Partner A’s role in that domain is salient. The intensity perceptions at the couple level will be less intense if Partner A places little value on the work domain. Thus, we argue that the salience of Partner A’s role in the originating domain has a positive relationship with shock intensity perceptions held by the couple.

Proposition 6: The salience of Partner A’s role in the originating domain will be positively related to couple-level shock intensity perceptions.

Relational Identity Factors

We noted previously how the individual identity factors of role salience hierarchy and future self affect the sensemaking of each partner (Propositions 2–3). When partners engage in dyadic sensemaking, relational identity factors become important. Following Sluss and colleagues, relational identity refers to the understanding partners have about their relationship—who “we” are and how we do things (e.g., Sluss & Ashforth, 2007; Sluss, Ployhart, Cobb, & Ashforth, 2012). Relational identities reflect the complementary roles of each partner vis-à-vis the other (e.g., significant other—significant other, primary breadwinner—primary homemaker) along with their mutual understanding of how these roles are enacted. Because no two couples enact a given set of complementary roles exactly alike, relational identities vary across couples. This is important because it suggests that the following set of relational identity factors may significantly shape the couple-level shock intensity perceptions that emerge from each partner’s individual perceptions.

Relational scripts. Couple-level sensemaking may be simplified when the couple has scripts that help them decipher a given shock event. Scripts are preexisting plans of action based on past experience, observations of others, negotiation, and social expectations (Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Lee, Mitchell, Holtom, McDaniel, & Hill, 1999). We define relational scripts as rules or plans that are created by one or both partners that pertain to the couple. As with scripts generally, relational scripts vary in complexity, from simple decision rules (e.g., “If a promotion involves moving to a new city, consult with our parents”) to intricate decision trees that allow for various contingencies. Similarly, they vary from concrete to abstract, explicit to implicit, and situation specific to generic. Because shock events, even positive ones, are intrusive and potentially disruptive of the status quo, they tend to arouse high stress (cf. Hobfoll, 1989; Weiss & Cropanzano, 1996). Relational scripts tend to reduce this stress by helping a couple perceive an event as more readily comprehensible (e.g., “This is sort of like the time that you had that car accident”) and manageable (e.g., “…and we were able to cope with that”). Thus, similar to the process described in the unfolding model of turnover (Lee & Mitchell, 1994), if a relational script exists in relation to a shock event, the couple-level shock intensity perceptions related to that event will tend to be less severe.

Proposal 7a: Relational scripts will reduce couple-level shock intensity perceptions.

It should be added that there is an inverse relationship between the novelty of an event and the existence of relational scripts. That is, the more experience a couple has with a given event (e.g., unexpected job transfers), the more likely they are to develop relational scripts.

Relationship tension. Whereas relational scripts may reduce the couple’s perceived intensity of
a work-life shock event, other factors in the partners’ lives and relationship may increase perceived shock intensity. One potentially major factor is relationship tension, or the presence of strain between partners and the level of irritation one partner has toward the other partner. Higher levels of relationship tension have been found to negatively impact a couple’s satisfaction with the family and marriage and with the partners’ ability to function effectively in the family domain (e.g., Matthews et al., 2006). Major components of family functioning are problem solving and decision making (Epstein, Baldwin, & Bishop, 1983). Thus, high relationship tension may undermine the ability and perhaps willingness of partners to collaborate effectively in making sense of the shock event, exacerbating its intensity. Additionally, the negative emotion associated with tension may further heighten the perceived intensity of the event (cf. Cloven & Roloff, 1991).

Proposition 7b: Relationship tension will increase couple-level shock intensity perceptions.

Relational dominance. Another factor that may play a key role in couple-level perceptions of a shock’s intensity is the degree of Partner A’s dominance in the relationship. While family power dynamics change, power in couples has often been equated with the relative resources provided by each partner. Blood and Wolfe’s (1960) relative resources theory, built on by Becker’s (1981) theory of human capital in families, equates the partner’s decision-making power to the relative amount of socioeconomic resources contributed by that partner. Under these models, influence on the couple’s sensemaking process and collective mind about the shock event’s intensity directly varies with the relative amount of resources provided by a partner and the number of external alternatives for each partner’s skills.

However, family power is usually associated with gender, with male partners generally having more power and influence. Men’s dominance reflects the socially constructed nature of gender roles, which children and adults are often socialized to accept (Lippa, 2005; Tichenor, 2005). Men and women face expectations that they “should be” the primary provider and homemaker, respectively (Eagly, Wood, & Diekman, 2000). Further, even when women provide more relative resources, they may not be able to activate their power to the extent their male counterparts can (Becker & Moen, 1999; Bielby & Bielby, 1992; Davis & Greenstein, 2013). The fact that power dynamics and dominance within dual-earner couples are complex phenomena is exemplified by findings that women with higher earning power still tend to do more housework, which is traditionally associated with the homemaker role, than their male partners (Bittman, England, Folbre, Sayer, & Matheson, 2003). That said, evolving gender roles provide a less clear delineation of family power (Peyton et al., 2003). More women are participating in the workforce, at times providing more financial resources to the couple, and are less tolerant of inequality (Van Willigen & Drentea, 2001). Indeed, for some decisions, women perceive themselves as exerting more influence than their partners (Bartley et al., 2005).

Regardless of how gender roles continue to evolve, relational dominance in couple sense-making is not solely a function of gender. Assuming for pedagogical purposes that the shock event originates in one of Partner A’s domains, our fundamental argument is that the more relationally dominant Partner A is, the greater the couple-level shock intensity perceptions will be.

Proposition 7c: Partner A’s relational dominance will increase couple-level shock intensity perceptions.

Couple-Level Shock Intensity Perceptions and Resource Investment

The process of sensemaking at the couple level will ultimately determine whether a couple chooses to invest resources in a shock event. Partners go through the process of sensemaking in a dyadic fashion, considering each partner’s thoughts in order to make a decision about resource investment (Balogun & Johnson, 2005; Smith & Moen, 1998). A shock that the couple views as more intense is more likely to cause the couple to invest resources, creating a new resource arrangement for the couple. Similar to the idea of event strength (Morgeson et al., 2015), we thus expect that shock event intensity as perceived by the couple will influence the likelihood and extent of resource investment.

Partners must jointly determine the extent to which the couple will invest resources in Partner A’s originating domain—and how such an investment will ultimately affect the couple’s
resource arrangement. For example, if Partner A is highly committed to their profession (i.e., the work role is salient), a shock event may be learning of a promotion opportunity for Partner A that they have long sought. However, this shock event may require Partner B (whose work role may also be very salient) to scale back hours in the work domain to assist with obligations within the household management domain (e.g., paying bills, household improvements, cleaning) or the family domain (e.g., caring for a child, parent-teacher meetings, driving to and from daycare). Although the couple may conclude that reallocating resources (i.e., Partner A investing more time and energy in the work domain and Partner B investing more time and energy in the household management or family domain) is the best decision for the couple, such resource investment decisions are arrived at following a process of sensemaking at the couple level. Interestingly, the multiple domains in each partner’s role salience hierarchy complicate this situation. In this case, since Partner B values the work role, not only might Partner B be required to invest resources in a domain not highly valued (i.e., household management domain) but they might also be required to allocate fewer resources to a domain that holds a loftier position in the hierarchy (i.e., work domain).

As the partners go through the sensemaking process at the couple level, they may share stories (Koenig Kellas, Trees, Schrodt, LeClair-Underberg, & Willer, 2010); may consider the relative resources provided by each partner (Blood & Wolfe, 1960), the other partner’s perceptions (Bartley et al., 2005; Rogers & Amato, 2000; Smith & Moen, 1998), and the relatedness of the decision to other domains (Greenhaus & Powell, 2012); and may search for compromise solutions (Challiol & Mignonac, 2005). The interdependence between partners in dual-earner couples continues to complicate the process of sensemaking. For example, if Partner A highly identifies as a partner, arrangements that result in Partner B having fewer resources (e.g., time, energy) to devote to developing their relationship, owing to additional demands from a shock event in the work domain, will affect Partner A, regardless of whether Partner A is required to spend more of their own resources in potentially less salient domains (e.g., maintaining their household). In other words, even if Partner A’s resource investments remain unaltered, they will be affected if Partner B is unable to invest resources in the relationship with Partner A, while Partner A’s resources are expended further in the work domain. Only through a process of dyadic sensemaking at the couple level can issues of resource investment be resolved. Thus, we propose that partners in dual-earner couples jointly engage in sensemaking to make decisions about resource investment based on couple-level shock intensity perceptions. More specifically, the intensity of the perceptions will influence the level of resources the couple decides to invest in Partner A’s originating domain. Shock events command attention and, in doing so, motivate a potential shift in the investment of a couple’s resources (Morgeson et al., 2015).

**Proposition 8:** Couple-level shock intensity perceptions are positively related to resource investment in Partner A’s originating domain.

**DISCUSSION**

In this article we consider how dual-earner couples make sense of and respond to shock events that impact their work-life resource investments. We provide a theoretically grounded framework and discuss a dyadic sensemaking process that (1) proposes and defines work-life shock events, (2) examines this phenomenon through a lens that views the couple as a unit with two interdependent partners rather than two separate and independent partners, (3) positions two individual identity factors as critical to shaping each partner’s own sensemaking of the shock event’s intensity, and (4) acknowledges that couple-level relational identity factors, as well as the role salience of Partner A’s role in the originating domain and Partner B’s role as a partner, influence the couple’s sensemaking of the event and, thus, their response to it. Given the potential interplay among the numerous work and life domains between the two partners, we recognize the importance of incorporating partners’ experiences, perceptions, and multiple domains into our theory.

We provide several critical contributions that extend the limited theory on dual-earner couples and their work-life resource investments. First, our theory incorporates the complexity and interdependencies that are inherent to dual-earner couples, allowing us to achieve a more complete picture of each partner’s sensemaking, as well as the couple’s joint sensemaking. While prior
research recognizes the importance and growing worldwide prevalence of dual-earner couples (Masterson & Hoobler, 2015), thus far the field of management has offered little with respect to how couples manage the dynamic nature of their work-life resource investments and, more specifically, how they make sense of and respond to shock events that may disrupt the status quo of those investments. By acknowledging the numerous and varied role identities that individuals may value, our theory encompasses the interdependent nature of dual-earner couples and the demands they must juggle in both their work-life roles and their relationship.

Second, our proposed theory acknowledges and lends itself to the incorporation of all the domain-specific roles that partners engage in. Prior research and theoretical developments in the work-life arena have focused almost exclusively on two domains: work and family. Unfortunately, in doing so the field has overlooked the myriad other domains and roles that make up an individual’s set of identities and the idea that this set is dynamic. Further, when researchers have explored the intersection of dual-earner couples’ work and nonwork domains and roles, their emphasis has been either on the nonwork role of family (Aryee & Luk, 1996; Nel, Koekemoer, & Nel, 2012) or on nonwork roles in general (Sekaran, 1985). Given the varied roles individuals in a dual-earner couple enact (Blair, 1998; Ugwu, 2009), using a comprehensive approach that incorporates all of those roles and acknowledges that they exist and function in relative importance to one another is critical for achieving a more complete picture of how these couples’ work-life arrangements may be shaken and affected by a shock event.

The theory we propose here suggests revisiting how dual-earner couples are studied more generally. Research on dual-earner couples primarily focuses on the impact of one variable from one domain of Partner A on another variable (which could be in a separate domain) for Partner B. Such a siloed approach to both domains and partners hinders the ability of researchers to fully understand the complex process dual-earner couples engage in to make decisions about resource investment. Thus, we suggest that researchers interested in investigating dual-earner couples take a more dynamic and dyadic approach. Specifically, considering attitudes and behaviors of both partners simultaneously is necessary to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon.

Extending the Model

In addition to testing the arguments summarized in Figure 1, future research could explore various promising extensions to the model.
First, longitudinal study into dual-earner couples offers a very promising area. An investigation of the sensemaking process at the individual and couple levels over time (how these decisions are often made in reality) would provide a valuable contribution. Relatedly, research could shed light on how experience with shock events helps facilitate learning and script development. Further, our theory focuses on the sensemaking of and response to a single shock event in the work-life arrangements of a dual-earner couple. However, if one partner’s work or life domain—assuming high role salience—keeps providing more shocks, then, over time, that partner’s work or life domain may begin to take precedence in the couple’s collective work-life arrangement. At the same time, it may be that the longer shock events originate from a particular partner’s specific role domain (e.g., one partner is in the military), the less intense the shocks will be perceived to be, thus becoming less likely to affect the sensemaking process. Finally, a partner’s role salience hierarchy most likely changes over time, with different roles occupying higher or lower positions, depending on the individual’s career stage and other work and life circumstances (Lobel, 1991), as may occur with the birth of a first child, the last child leaving the nest, the need to care for an aging parent, or one partner reaching retirement age. Indeed, dual-earner couples may jointly prioritize one partner’s career over the other for a specified time (Challiol & Mignonac, 2005).

Second, and relatedly, researchers should also explore the extent to which partners experience residual effects of work-life resource investment decisions. Certainly, partners in dual-earner couples recall previous resource investment decisions. Just as employment choices affect, and possibly constrain, both partners and also may have a cumulative effect on each partner (Hertz, 1986), resource investment decisions in response to work-life shock events may carry over to future shock events (as can be seen in Figure 1; Greenhaus & Powell, 2012). Specifically, when evaluating the intensity of and response to a shock event, previous decisions and tensions in response to related or unrelated shock events may be recalled by each partner and impact the sensemaking process at both the individual and couple level.

Third, the robustness of the theory should be explored by testing it with couples who have children living at home and with those who do not. For instance, couples with children living in the home may experience some shocks more intensely because the shocks are likely to affect the children, as when one partner is diagnosed with a life-threatening illness or a partner gets laid off. Further, the sensemaking process may also be more complicated and onerous for couples with children in that they have critical stakeholders for whom they are responsible. Interestingly, much of the work on family life cycles (e.g., Allen & Finkelstein, 2014) positions families as experiencing discrete stages across life, and research suggests that career demands parallel family demands across the life cycle (Moen & Roehling, 2005). How the process of decision making changes for dual-earner couples over time with versus without children warrants investigation.

Fourth, future research should explore the generalizability of our theory beyond dual-earner couples. For example, a partner who is not engaged in a work role is likely engaged in roles related to other domains, such as household management, romantic relationships, leisure, and community involvement. Thus, similar to partners in a dual-earner couple, these roles will still fit into a role salience hierarchy and will influence the partner’s sensemaking and also shape the couple’s response to a shock event.

Finally, the role of culture has been largely ignored in research specific to work-life issues for dual-earner couples, and future research might examine the applicability of our model across cultural boundaries. The importance of balancing the work and life domains varies widely across countries (Chandra, 2012), and, thus, cultural expectations may play a role in how intense each partner perceives the shock event to be. Further, cultural contexts, whether at the organizational or societal level, may stigmatize the extent to which partners of certain genders should engage in or identify with specific domains (e.g., Ridgeway, 2009). Culture may therefore interact with gender self-schema to impact a partner’s perceptions of the intensity of a work-life shock event. Thus, researchers could investigate the extent to which a work-life shock event influences couple-level decision making across different types of organizational and societal cultures.

Implications for Practice

Our theory of dual-earner couples’ sensemaking of and response to shock events has several
implications for organizations and managers. First, while researchers should take a more holistic approach to studying dual-earner couples and their work-life resource investments, organizations and their managers should also think and act more comprehensively when it comes to dual-earner couples. More than half of employees indicate that the ability to balance work and life is very important (Society of Human Resource Management, 2016), and organizations should recognize that most new entrants to the workforce are likely part of a dual-earner couple (Ernst & Young, 2015). Addressing the needs of these couples goes beyond work-life balance in that individuals engage in many roles, and each one stands to help them be more effective workers (Rothbard & Ramarajan, 2009), as may occur with work-to-family enrichment (Greenhaus & Powell, 2006), especially when they can perform well in the roles that are highest in the salience hierarchy. Thus, when organizational leaders adopt a more holistic view toward helping dual-earner couples excel in multiple identities, the organization is likely to reap a benefit.

Second, throughout our model—and particularly when a dual-earner couple finds that they must make sense of a shock event and decide if and how resources need to be invested in the immediate future—excellent communication is critical to an effective outcome. Thus, organizations could encourage openness about seemingly extraorganizational life events and help employees build and strengthen their communication and collaborative decision-making skills. This opportunity to enhance a dual-earner couple’s skills is important, because interpersonal conflict outside of the workplace often results in low productivity at work (Forthofer, Markman, Cox, Stanley, & Kessler, 1996).

Third, organizations should recognize the changing nature of decision making for dual-earner couples. As millennials increasingly occupy more of the workforce, a larger number of employees are going to be in dual-earner couples. As proposed in the current research, partners in such couples jointly participate in decision making. Thus, giving consideration to both employees and their partners (and more specifically the roles they consider to be most important) will be crucial for employers to retain top talent.

**Conclusion**

The manner in which dual-earner couples respond to a shock event and the subsequent potential impact on resource investments are largely uninvestigated phenomena. We have developed a theory of how couples may consciously or subconsciously evaluate a shock event and then respond to that event. We extend the identity literature and sensemaking literature to describe how decisions made by the couple are shaped by both individual- and couple-level processes. Further, we demonstrate how individual and relational identity factors play a crucial role in how dual-earner couples respond to shock events in their work and life domains.
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